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INTRODUCTION
Scope
This recommended practice (RP) provides principles and key attributes of construction project labor productivity
norms or reference bases which most practitioners would consider to be a foundation for good labor norm
practices that can be relied on and that they would recommend be considered for use where applicable. This RP
may also be applicable in non-construction related industries.

Purpose
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The RP is intended to provide guidelines for the development and interpretation of labor productivity norms. Labor
resource requirements (i.e., work hours required to complete a defined construction activity) are a key element of
project estimates, schedules, resource management and risk management plans. Reliable project control planning
depends in part on having complete understanding of what the planned labor hours represent. The basis is often
[5,6]
defined in the basis of estimate and basis of schedule documents . This same understanding is required for
collection and analysis of historical labor information for use in future planning. Reliable, well understood plans
from project-to-project in a capital project system will result in each project starting from a common point of
departure, which is a common reference or benchmark of labor hour requirements. This common reference is
what is called a labor productivity norm in this RP.
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The labor norms that most professionals use are in-house developed cost estimating guidelines or externally
published references. Every estimating function relies upon labor norms. This RP identifies consensus-based
principles by which a labor norm can be benchmarked or recommended.
In terms of valuation, the purpose of a labor norm is not to provide true values for every situation. Its purpose is to
provide logical, reliably consistent values; and a practitioner should know how to adjust the labor norms to the
situation based on an understanding of the labor norm’s explicit basis. It is understood that every estimate will
require adjustment to the base labor norms. It is also understood that every organization’s needs differ and there
is no single best labor norm and no standard cross-labor norms set of adjustments. However, this RP outlines what
should be considered in developing an in-house labor norm or selecting an external labor norm and developing
adjustments.
While a main use of labor productivity norms is in cost estimating, they may be used in one way or another in
many practices such as:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Planning and scheduling, resource planning, and risk assessment
Evaluations in tendering and contracting
References for standardization and benchmarking
Reference definitions for qualifications and preambles of other documents
Guidelines for measurement of actual productivity in project control
[3]
Considerations for efficiency evaluation
References for preparation or evaluation of claims and changes

Labor hours used in estimates and other tasks, and the labor norms they are based on, must consider issues that
affect productivity such as organization, culture, motivation, skills levels (sometimes all encompassed in location
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factors), indirect and overhead resources, risks, work conditions, worker morale, safety practices, fatigue and
other drivers of productivity.
This RP does not address the costing or pricing of labor; it only addresses the basis of hours. It also does not
address contract forms. The RP focuses on construction hours, although the content is reasonably generic for any
work hours that result in a deliverable (i.e., unit hours/quantity produced). The use of labor norms in location
factoring is covered in AACE International RP 28R-03, Developing Location Factors by Factoring: As Applied in
[4]
Architecture, Engineering, Procurement and Construction . The consideration of labor productivity norms in terms
of specific adjustment factors that should be applied is not covered in this RP.

Background
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While documenting the basis of labor productivity norms is a long established practice, it is perhaps surprising that
it remains a topic of much confusion in industry. A particular example is the process industry’s use of the term
“U.S. Gulf Coast (USGC) labor productivity”. Estimates will often state that this is an estimate’s reference base
(before the application of productivity adjustment factors) even though there is no agreed upon labor norm by
[7]
that name; everyone’s “USGC” appears to differ . This RP is an original presentation of what a good labor
productivity norm should represent; and simply stating that an estimate is based on USGC labor norms is not
recommended until such time a USGC labor norm is developed and/or agreed by industry.

RECOMMENDED PRACTICE

M

Just as an estimate must have a documented basis, a labor norm must have a basis. The overarching and first
principle for establishing a labor productivity norm is that it must clearly define its basis. The remainder of the RP
builds on that principle.

Definition
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The following defines what a labor productivity norm is and identifies the desirable characteristics or attributes of
a labor norm that can be recommended for use. The collection of preambles and associated labor norms typically
comprise the baseline labor charts for an organization.

A labor productivity norm is a value that is established as the agreed upon reference or benchmark for the number
of labor hours (work effort) required to complete a defined work activity, given the specific definitions associated
with that value. Each labor productivity norm is an agreed upon typical or average number of labor hours required
by a worker or group of workers (i.e., crew) associated with the work activity performed under the stated
qualifications. For simplicity, we define a labor productivity norm as a number of hours for an activity per unit of
measurement (sometimes called unit hours).
Labor productivity norms should be an all-inclusive value for one item of work. Labor norms should include a
preamble for the relevant disciplines where the scope of each individual labor norm is defined. A preamble in the
context of a labor norm is a narrative to precisely describe the content (inclusion and exclusions), the labor normal
conditions, the unit of measurement and method of measurement of an activity and its applicable labor norm. It
should be clear from the definitions in the preamble when circumstances or working conditions will require
adjustment factors to be applied to the labor productivity norm.
The labor productivity norm establishes the baseline labor hours for a work activity (typically treated as the 1.0
baseline to which further adjustments may be applied based on specific project conditions). The labor productivity
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norms can be used for different industries and practices after calibrating them to the specific work conditions by
applying productivity adjustment factors, and local circumstances by applying location adjustment factors.

Attributes and Desired Characteristics
The following list summarizes labor productivity norm attributes (principles) and desired characteristics for that
attribute. Each item in the list is later described in further detail.

E

Typically Desired Characteristic
A specific time/region with a substantial, stable work force
Well defined source and derivation of the data
Facilitates ease of use and alignment with planning needs
Covers all disciplines and complete preambles
Based on straight time with normal shift schedule
Includes only work directly on the specific activity
Excludes work that is not directly on the specific activity
Clearly delineates the scope of the quantity produced
Clearly defines all aspects of the base working conditions
Practices indirectly supporting the work are effective
Reflects prevailing industry standards and requirements
The most efficient method in common practice used
Units are hours, not duration
Includes time for personal needs
Includes time for mundane problems
Includes time for set-up and take-down for a specific activity
Includes time for crew to maintain their immediate area
Allows time for crew discussion
Allows for movement within labor normal work site
Allows for work in a typical site environment
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Attribute
Established regional and time basis
Defined development process
Logically structured
All-inclusive
Based on straight working time
Based on direct working time
Excludes indirect working time
Defined units of measure
Defined labor normal conditions
Supporting practices
Safe, healthy, sustainable practice
Reflect efficient working practices
Expressed in workhours (not time)
Personal care
Incidental disruptions
Start and conclusion effort
Housekeeping effort
Personnel interaction
Moving time
Field conditions
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Item
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

The attributes and characteristics of a labor productivity norm are further detailed below:
1
Established regional and time basis
A labor norm should be based on a certain region with a substantial, stable work force. There is too much
variability in a broad region (e.g., the US or China as a whole) to determine what is considered normal for the
region. Likewise, a small region or a region with a volatile work force will have a high degree of variability. In
addition, the labor norm should reflect a defined period of time recognizing that technology, practices,
regulations, crew mix, and other conditions change within a region over time. For example, the productivity in the
[7]
USGC is quite different today than it was in the peak of refinery construction in the 1970s . When a labor norm is
[4]
used in location factoring , the labor norm region will be the baseline (typically 1.0) in respect to productivity.
2
Defined development process
A labor norm should describe how the data was collected and processed. It should include general identification of
the sources for the productivity values and the means of collection and review. It is important to identify whether
the values represent actual installation values or are a consensus of estimated values. The time frame of data
collection should be identified or described. The owner or publisher should identify the means and methods, and
frequency of any maintenance and improvement of the labor norm.
The following is an example from NECA
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. “The purpose of the NECA Manual of Labor Units (MLU) is to provide an
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